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Assume X=(X,, . . . . X,)’ is a normal mixture distribution with density w.r.t. 
Lebesgue measure, 
where Z is a known positive definite matrix and F is any known c.d.f. on (0, co). 
Estimation of the mean vector under an arbitrary known quadratic loss function 
Po(6, a) = (a - 6)’ Q(a - e), Q a positive definite matrix, is considered. An unbiased 
estimator of risk is obtained for an arbitrary estimator, and a sufficient condition 
for estimators to be minimax is then achieved. The result is applied to modifying 
all the Stein estimators for the means of independent normal random variables to 
be minimax estimators for the problem considered here. In particular the results 
apply to the Stein class of limited translation estimators. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X = (X, , . . . . X,)’ be a random vector with density w.r.t. Lebesgue 
measure, 
f(x) = j (2n)p,2;p,TI 1,2 e-(x-8)‘(*-1(x-8)“*a2 dF(a), (1-l) 
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where ,T is a known positive definite matrix and F is any known c.d.f. on 
(0, co). We consider the problem of estimating 0 = (B,, . . . . ep)‘, the mean 
vector, with loss function 
q(e, U) = (U - e)f Q(~ - e), (1.2) 
where Q is a positive definite matrix. We know that the usual estimator 
So(X) = X is an equalizer, extended Bayes, and hence minimax estimator, 
Provided ,!?a* and Eae2 are finite. Hence all estimators which improve 
upon the usual estimator So(X) are minimax. We also know that a normal 
distribution with mean 8 and covariance matrix C is a special case of 
normal mixtures, for which the density is of the form (1.1) with F being 
degenerate at 1. Estimation for normal mixture distributions was first 
studied by Strawderman [ 111 and also by Berger [3]. 
For the problem of estimating the mean of a p-dimensional normal 
distribution with squared error as loss, when the covariance matrix is 
the identity, Stein [9] first showed that the best invariant estimator is 
inadmissible, provided p > 3. Later James and Stein [8] presented a par- 
ticularly simple estimator to improve upon the best invariant estimator. 
When the covariance matrix is known to be an arbitrary positive definite 
matrix and the loss is an arbitrary quadratic loss, classes of minimax 
estimators are found by Berger [2], Strawderman [12], Chou [S] and 
others. Strawderman [ 1 l] exploring in a different direction, found classes 
of minimax estimators for location parameters of certain spherically 
symmetric distributions. Berger [3] dealt with an extension combining 
Strawderman [ 1 l] and Berger [2]. He considered the estimation 
problem for the mean of a p-dimensional norm1 mixture distribution 
x= (X,) . . . . X,)’ with density (Ll), under the loss (1.2). He proved that 
estimators given by 
6B(X)= z-r(.u’Z-lQ-lz-Ix,Q-lc-l 
( x'z-'Q-'z-lx > X, (1.3) 
where r( .) satisfies (i) r( .) is nondecreasing in . ; (ii) r( .)/. is nonincreasing 
in . ; (iii) 0 < r < 2/E( l/x’C-ix) are minimax estimators, provided p > 3. 
Here E. denotes the expectation under the mean vector 8 = 0. In this paper, 
we consider Berger’s [3] setup and Iind minimax estimators analogous to 
those of Stein [lo] including his versions of the limited translation 
estimators. 
For some p-dimensional random vector Z with density f(z)= 
e~‘r-M(@)--K(z)ZE(~), Chou [S] established the identity E,(V,K(Z) - p) h(Z) 
= E,V,h(Z) for some function h. In Section 2 through use of this identity, 
we derive an unbiased estimator of the risk function of a nearly arbitrary 
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estimator of the mean vector of a normal mixture, under the loss (1.2). 
Further, we find a sufficient condition for an estimator to be minimax. In 
Section 3 we apply the result of Section 2, and as a consequence all Stein’s 
[lo] estimators or Hudson’s [7] estimators for the mean of a multivariate 
normal under squared loss can be modified to be minimax estimators for 
the problem considered here. 
2. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR ESTIMATORS TO BE MINIMAX 
For notation, let II./] denote the Euclidean norm, and V, z = (zl, . . . . z,)’ 
be the vector differential operator of first partial derivatives with ith com- 
ponent 
We define a function g = (g,, . . . . gP)‘: R p -+ Rp to be almost differentiable 
if all its coordinate functions gj are an indefinite integral of agj/azi for all 
i = 1, . . . . p. 
LEMMA 1. Let z be a random vector in RP with density, with respect to 
Lebesgue measure, f (z ) = ep ’ - M(fl)- K”‘ZE(~), E an open connected set in 
RP, K(z) differentiable. Zf f(z) approaches zero monotonically as z 
approaches the boundary of E along the coordinate axes, then the identity 
E(V,K(Z) - p) h(Z) = EV,h(Z) (2.1) 
holds for any almost differentiable real valued function h( . ) satisfying 
WWz)ll < 00, and El WzK(z) -PI h(z)ll < ~0 if p>l. 
Proof Chou [S]. 
Lemma 1 will be used to obtain an unbiased estimator of the risk of a 
nearly arbitrary estimator of the mean vector of a multivariate normal 
mixture. The result is stated in the following lemma precisely. 
LEMMA 2. Let X= (X,, . . . . X,)’ be a normal mixture with density (1.1). 
Assume that g = (gl, . . . . g,)‘: RP + RP is an almost dyferentiable function 
with all its coordinate functions gj satisfying E( (agj/axiI ( a’) < co and 
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E((I(x-O)g,I( (a’)<oofir all iundo’. Then for estimating 6, the risk of 
the estimator X+g under the loss (1.2), is given by 
R(B, X+g)= tr(ZQ) Eo2+ E{202V,.Bg+ I(Bg(12j, 
where B’B= Q, z”= (B’)-‘Gx, and Vi. Bg=Cip_, (a(Bg),/Z,). 
Proof. First note that if I; is degenerate at some fixed (T, then X is the 
normal distribution with mean 6 and covariance matrix o*C. By using the 
identity (2.1) with Z= (B’)-‘(02C)-‘X, we have 
E(BX - B9)‘Bg = EVZ. Bg = Ea*V, . Bg. 
For F being an arbitrary c.d.f. on (0, co), 
(2.2) 
R(0, X+g)= E(X+g-0)’ Q(X+g-t’) 
=E(BX+Bg-BB)‘(BX+Bg-B9) 
= E[E(BX- BO+ Bg)‘(BX- B8+ Bg)lo)] 
= tr(,?YQ) Ed + E{2a2VI. Bg+ /Bg\l*}. 
The last equality follows from the facts that E{ (Bx - BO)’ (Bx - SO) ( cr 1 = 
tr(cQ)g’ and (2.2). 1 
Lemma 3 is a slight extension of Anderson’s lemma [ 11, which will help 
us to achieve the main result in this section. Before stating the lemma, we 
define that a function f: RP + R is unimodal if the set Ku = (x: f(x) 2 u} 
is convex for any 2.4 > 0. 
LEMMA 3. Let h and f be functions from RP to R+ u (0). Assume that 
h and f are symmetric about the origin, unimodal, and j f(x) dx and 
1 h(x) f(x) dx are finite. Then 
for Ofk<l, FERN. 
Proof: Let v, v” be measures with dv =f(x + ky) dx, dV = f(x + y) dx. 
From Anderson’s lemma, 
for every u >/ 0, where Ku = {x: h(x) 2 u}. Thus 
v(K,) = H(u) 2 v’(K,) = it(u). 
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By the definition of the integral, we have 
~h(x)f(x+~Y)dx-~h(x)f(x+Y)dx 
= 1 h(x) dv - 1 h(x) dv” 
ZZ- l,u u do + Jam u a(u) = s,u u cq~(u) - H(U)) 
= pnl b[R(b) - H(b)] - 1 im 
a-+00 
a[ii(a) - H(a)] + [OW [H(u) - Z?(u)] du 
2 0. 
The last equality is due to integration by parts, and the last inequality 
follows from the facts that j h(x)f(x) dx < 00, bH’(b) + 0 as b --) co, where 
Ho(b) = &, f(x) d x, and hence bH(b) -+ 0 and b&b) --) 0 as b -+ co. 
Stein [lo] proved for p 2 3 and for g with 2V .g+ l/gl/2 < 0, under 
squared error loss, that the estimator X+g(X) dominates the usual 
estimator X of the mean vector of a p-dimensional normal with covariance 
I. Our main result is an analogous result for the mixture of normal case. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a normal mixture with density (l.l), and let g be 
as given in Lemma 2. Assume that Eo2 and EKE are jkite and that g 
satisfies the conditions that jJglJ’+ 2V.g~ 0, g is homogeneous of degree 
- 1, and (lg((2 is unimodal. Then the estimator 
XS B-‘r 
is a minimax estimator under the loss (1.2), where B’B= Q, 
Z=(B’)-“Z-IX, andr:R+ +RsatisfiesO<r<(EaV2)-‘, r(y)/yisnonin- 
creasing and [Vr(l/[lg(.)([2)].g(.)<0. 
Proof. Since So(x) = X is a minimax estimator, an estimator 6 is thus 
minimax if d,(B) = I?(@ 6’) - R(0,6) G 0 for all 0. From Lemma 2 and the 
properties of r and g, it follows that 
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Let Y = Z/o and a = sup r( . ). Then 
(2.3) 
The first inequality in (2.3) follows from the fact that g is homogeneous of 
degree - 1. 
Note that for given D*, Y has a normal distribution with mean 
(B’)-‘,E’%/G=@ and some covariance matrix which is not dependent 
on (r. For fixed ai, r(og)jgJI’))lg)J* ’ 1s monotonic increasing in /IgIl 2 and 
hence is symmetric about 0 and unimodal, since I( g(j2 is symmetric (since 
it is homogeneous of degree - 1) and unimodal. By monotonicity of r( .) it 
also follows that r(g$II gIj2)l\g1)2 < r(uf/llgJ12)IJg(12 for C; < 0:. Therefore, 
using Lemma 3, 
i.e., 
is increasing in a2. Hence, since [a/a2 - l] is decreasing in a2, 
The final inequality follows from the defining property of a and 
O<r<(Eos2)-‘. 
Remark 1. Since E&Z-‘X = pEo2 and E,,( l/X’z - ‘X) = 
(l/(p-- 2)) EC-‘, the conditions of finiteness of En2 and Eae2 can be 
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replaced by finiteness of EO X’,?T- ‘X and &( l/X’T ‘X). Also, the condition 
[Vr( l/l/ gl( ‘)I .g < 0 can be replaced by VII gl( 2 .g 2 0 if r is a nondecreasing 
function 
Additionally, the condition that l/g/)’ is unimodal may be weakened. 
What is required is that 
be nondecreasing in 02. By arguing coordinatewise, it suffices to assume 
that Ijg( Y)jl 2 is unimodal in each coordinate separately and that r( .) is 
nondecreasing. Some of the examples in Section 3 require this modification 
of the theorem. 
In Section 3, we apply our results to obtain a large collection of minimax 
estimators of 0 which contains modifications of Stein’s [lo] estimators, 
modified Hudson’s estimator [7] and modified versions of many 
estimators proposed before for the normal case. 
APPLICATIONS 
Let g: RP -P RP be given by 
(3.1) 
where 
A is symmetric matrix with 2A < tr(A)Z (3.2) 
C= (tr(A)Z- 2A) -rA2. (3.3) 
Stein [lo] showed that g has the property ljg(( 2 + 2V. g d 0. Further, g 
satisfies the conditions of Remark 1 if tr(A) - 4 max,(a,) + 2 min,(a,) > 0, 
where ai are the eigenvalues of A. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that X has the density (1.1) with p 2 3. Let A and 
C be as given in (3.2) and (3.3) B’B = Q. Th en or estimating 0 under the loss f 
(1.2), the estimator 
d(X) = X- r 
X’C-‘B-‘C(B’)-‘C-1X)2 
~~--Ig-1A2(BI)-t~-,x 
> 
1 
XX’~-,B-,C(B,)-‘=-‘XB-lA(B’)-‘~-’X 
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is minimax provided r( .) is increasing tr(A) - 4 max, + 2 min, ai > 0, r( Y)/Y 
is decreasing, and O<r(.)< [E(o-*)I-‘. 
Proof. The result follows directly from Theorem 1. 
Note that the requirement of p Z 3 is necessary for g of the form (3.1) to 
satisfy the conditions in Lemma 2. 
Remark 2. The simplest minimax estimator of the form (3.4) is obtained 
by setting A = Z, and r( .) a constant in Corollary 1. Note that minimax 
estimators proposed by Berger [3] have the form (1.3) which are exactly 
the special case of (3.4) with A = I. If X is a normal distribution, that is, 
F is degenerate at 1, this class of minimax estimators is the same as in 
Berger [4] or Chou [ST]. 
Remark 3. By an appropriate choice of A (see [lo]), the minimax 
estimators (3.4) are based on a three-term symmetric moving average. 
Here is the development for the mixture case of another solution of 
(/ g112 + 2V .g ~0 given by Stein [lo]. The resulting class of estimators 
contain versions of limited translation rules. 
Let Wi = ( Y, 1, i = 1, . . . . p, with W,,) < I+‘(,, < . . < WcP,, and let k be a 
positive integer k > 2. Define g(Y) = ( gi( Y)) by 
K 
gitn= 
-zi”=, Yi' A w:,, 
I . 
if I Y,I < W,,, 
W(k) sign yi 
-c;=I y; A w:,, 
if ) Y,l > W,,, 
(3.5) 
Here a A b = min(u, b). 
COROLLARY 2. Assume that X has the density (1.1) with p > 3. For 
estimating 8 under the loss (1.2), the estimator 
X+ B-‘r ( 1 IIgwc - ‘ml 2 > g((B’)-‘C-‘X), 
where B’B= Q, g is us given in (3.5), and r( .) satisfies the conditions in 
Theorem 1, is minimux. 
Proof: The result follows directly from Remark 1, and the proof is 
omitted. 
Remark 4. By appropriate choice of r, the minimax estimator proposed 
by Chou [S], which improve upon the naive estimator So(X) = X based on 
the order of data, are special cases of (3.6). 
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By a modification of the solution to /]g/’ + 2V *g < 0 given by Hudson 
[7], we can construct minimax estimators to improve upon the usual 
estimator So(X) = X by shrinking the usual estimator towards a point 
determined by the average of data. Define g(Y) = ( gi( Y)) with 
gity)= - 
Y,- P 
cj”= 1( Y,- 8)Z’ 
i = 1, . . . . p, (3.7) 
where F= C;= 1 (l/p) Yi. 
COROLLARY 3. Assume that X has the density (1.1) with p 2 4. For 
estimating 8 under the loss (1.2), the estimator 
X+ B-‘r 
1 
,,g((B’)-1C-‘.42 g((B’)-‘C-‘X), 
> 
where B’B = Q, g is as given in (3.7) and r( .) satisfies the conditions in 
Theorem 1, is minimax. 
Proof. The result follows directly from Theorem 1. 
Note that in Corollary 3, we need p> 4 to ensure finiteness of 
E(IIVgill I a2). 
Remark 5. It is obvious that minimax estimators can be obtained by 
shrinking the usual estimator So(X) = X toward a fixed point, say 
a = (a,, . . . . a,)‘. In other words, g( Y) = ( gi( Y)) is defined with gi( Y) = 
- ( Yi - aJE/=, ( Y, - q)‘. And note that in this case, we only need p 2 3. 
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